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The End before the Beginning

• Final lines of my 2007 book (p. 595):

One cannot say: “all good learning algorithms should 

be based on data compression”. Yet one can say: 
if one has learned something of interest, one has 

implicitly also compressed the data. 



Central Thesis

1. A wide variety of problems in ML and stats can be 
rephrased as 
compression/sequential (Kelly) gambling/log-loss
prediction tasks...

2. It is useful to do so 

– provides new insights, new solutions

Note: this is not a talk about MDL or Bayes. 

It might perhaps be viewed as a generalization of 
Bayesian inference with frequentist sense, though 
(like PAC-Bayes but much closer to original Bayes)



In defense of (some) 
monocausotaxophilia

• A.I. in the 1980s, How to represent uncertainty?
Depending on the problem, advice would be:

– Dempster-Shafer theory

– Certainty Factors

– Fuzzy Logic/Sets

– Possibility Theory/Possibilistic Logic

– Nonmonotonic Logic
• Default Reasoning

• Circumscription

– In rare cases: probability
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In defense of (some) 
monocausotaxophilia

• A.I. in the 1980s, How to represent uncertainty?
Depending on the problem, advice would be:

– Dempster-Shafer theory

– Certainty Factors

– Fuzzy Logic/Sets

– Possibility Theory/Possibilistic Logic

– Nonmonotonic Logic
• Default Reasoning

• Circumscription

– In rare cases: probability AI 2011
This talk: use probability but with a twist



Bits?

• A “code” in this talk is a sequential prediction strategy 
relative to log-loss

– you should be able to follow this talk even if you know 
nothing at all about data compression

• Other loss functions will be transformed to log-loss in 

a non-naive way (entropification, Gauss device)

– maximum likelihood in regression with fixed variance 
Gaussian noise is  “““equivalent””” to least-squares 
regression 



Menu

1. Sequential Prediction (COLT)
• with log loss and Bayes

• transform other loss functions to log loss

• Mixability Gap
• Unified view on Hedge-like algorithms, Tsybakov 

exponents and Bayesian learning when models wrong

2. Testing (Statistics)
• codes as p-values, but better

• Transform arbitrary tests to compression tests

3. Probability, with a twist



On-Line Probabilistic Prediction

• Consider sequence                     , all                

• Goal: sequentially predict      given past                      
using a ‘probabilistic prediction’     (distribution on     )

• prediction strategy     is function mapping, for all i,  

‘histories’                                   to distributions for i-th

outcome 



Logarithmic Loss

• prediction quality may be measured by log loss:

• corresponds to two important practical settings:

– data compression:                      is number of bits 

needed to encode                  using code

– ‘Kelly’ gambling: loss related to log capital growth 

factor                                             



prediction strategy = distribution

• If we think that                         (not necessarily i.i.d !) 
then we should predict      using the conditional 

distribution 

• Conversely, every prediction strategy S may be 

thought of as a distribution on                   , by 

defining: 



Universal Prediction with log loss

• Let       be a countable set  and let                    be  
“probabilistic” predictors, identified with distributions on    

• Examples:      

– represents set of all Markov chains of each order with 
rational-valued parameters

– represents all polynomials of each degree with rational-
valued coefficients, turned into distributions by the Gauss device

• GOAL: given                   , construct a new predictor 

predicting future data ‘essentially as well’ as any of the



A Bayesian Strategy

• One possibility is to act Bayesian:

1. Put some prior       on 

2. Define Bayesian marginal distribution

3. Predict with Bayesian predictive distribution



A Bayesian Strategy

• One possibility is to act Bayesian:

1. Put some prior       on 

2. Define Bayesian marginal distribution

3. Predict with Bayesian predictive distribution

is Bayes posterior!



Evaluating Bayes

• For arbitrary strategies P :

• Moreover, for Bayes strategy           ,for all n,      ,all  :

linear increase in n constant in n



Bayes is very good universal code

• For all n,     , all    :

• For all sequences of each length n, regret of Bayes
bounded by constant depending on   , not on n



Bayes is very good universal code

• For all n,     , all    :

• For all sequences of each length n, regret of Bayes
bounded by constant depending on   , not on n

• For “nonmixable” loss functions like 0/1-loss and 
absolute loss, this does not work
– standard Bayes does not perform well at all in worst-case 

– Optimal algorithm gets much larger regret of order 

in worst-case

WHY??



Let’s try to replicate the universal-prediction 

feat for other loss functions by transforming 

them to logarithmic loss and see what goes 

wrong!



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• Let                                           be arbitrary loss fn.

• For every action a and             define prob. mass fn.

• Extend to n outcomes by independence: 

pa,η(y) :=
1

Z(η)
e−ηloss(y,a)

pa,η(y
n) = pa,η(y1, . . . , yn) :=

n∏

i=1

pa,η(yi)

loss : Y ×A → [0,∞]

η > 0



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• Let                                           be arbitrary loss fn.

• For every action a and             define prob. mass fn.

• Extend to n outcomes by independence: 

pa,η(y) :=
1

Z(η)
e−ηloss(y,a)

pa,η(y
n) = pa,η(y1, . . . , yn) :=

n∏

i=1

pa,η(yi)

We can do this for just about every loss function, and will do 
it here for 0/1-loss. Complications with           for 
nonsymmetric losses can be solved (G., 2008)

loss : Y ×A → [0,∞]

η > 0

Z(η)

Z(η, a) =
∫

y
e−ηloss(y,a)dy



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• Let                                           be arbitrary loss fn.

• For every action a and             define prob. mass fn.

• Extend to n outcomes by independence: 

• Note that 

pa,η(y) :=
1

Z(η)
e−ηloss(y,a)

pa,η(y
n) = pa,η(y1, . . . , yn) :=

n∏

i=1

pa,η(yi)

loss : Y ×A → [0,∞]

η > 0

log-loss(yn, pa,η) = − log pa,η(y
n) = η

n∑

i=1

loss(yi, a)+n lnZ(η)



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• “codelength” (accumulated log loss prediction error) 
is affine (linear+constant) function of loss of interest

• codelength difference is even linear: 

log-loss(yn, pa,η)−log-loss(yn, pb,η) = η




n∑

i=1

loss(yi, a)−
n∑

i=1

loss(yi, b)





log-loss(yn, pa,η) = − log pa,η(y
n) = η

n∑

i=1

loss(yi, a)+n lnZ(η)

prediction strategy is good for original loss iff 

transformed prediction strategy is good for log-loss!



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• “codelength” (accumulated log loss prediction error) 
is affine (linear+constant) function of loss of interest

• codelength difference is even linear: 

log-loss(yn, pS,η)−log-loss(yn, pS′,η) = η
(
loss(yn, S)− loss(yn, S′)

)

log-loss(yn, pa,η) = − log pa,η(y
n) = η

n∑

i=1

loss(yi, a)+n lnZ(η)

prediction strategy is good for original loss iff 

transformed prediction strategy is good for log-loss!



Entropification (The Gauss Device)

• Prime Example: “Least-squares fitting in regression is maximum 
likelihood under the assumption of Gaussian noise with fixed 
variance” (set )                    

• “codelength” (accumulated log loss prediction error) is now 
linear fn. of accumulated squared error

ph,η(y | x) :=
1

Z(η)
e−ηsquare-loss(y,h(x)) =

1√
2πσ2

e
− 1

2σ2
(y−h(x))2

η = 1/2σ2



Applying Bayes to general predictors

• Recall: 

• We now get 

PBayes,η(yi+1 | yi) =
∑

θ

Wη(θ | yi)·
(

1

Z(η)
e−ηloss(yi,θ)

)

Wη(θ | yi) =
e−ηloss(y

i,θ)

∑
θ′∈Θ e−ηloss(y

i,θ′)

pθ,η(yi) =
1

Z(η)
e−ηloss(yi,θ)



Bayes goes Beyond Model

• Bayesian predictive distribution steps outside model      
: it predicts by mixture of   

• But if we want a prediction strategy applicable for 
original loss , we must always predict by p of form   

• We then need some algorithm A to turn Bayes 
posterior into allowed prediction. Examples:

– Predict by MAP:

– Predict by          minimizing posterior expected loss

Θ

pa,η ∝ exp(−ηloss)

pθ,η

pa,η



Bayes goes Beyond Model

• Bayesian predictive distribution steps outside 

model      : it predicts by mixture of   

• But if we want a prediction strategy applicable 
for original loss , we must always predict by p

of form   

• We then need some algorithm A to turn Bayes 

posterior into allowed prediction. Examples:

– Predict by randomizing according to 

posterior:

Θ

pa,η ∝ exp(−ηloss)

pθ,η

always:



The Most Important Notion: 

• We define the mixability gap* to be:

• Interpretation: amount of bits lost by being 

forced to use allowed predictions instead of 

using the happily mixing Bayes prediction

∆∗
η(A)

∆∗
η(A) = logloss(yn,A)− logloss(yn, PBayes,η)



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

log-loss(yn, PBayes,η) ≤ log-loss(yn, Pθ,η)−logW (θ)

log-loss(yn,A) ≤ log-loss(yn, θ)−logW(θ)+∆∗
η(A)

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

n, yn, θ



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

log-loss(yn, PBayes,η) ≤ log-loss(yn, Pθ,η)−logW (θ)

log-loss(yn,A) ≤ log-loss(yn, θ)−logW(θ)+∆∗
η(A)

Vovk ’90: for so-called “mixable” loss fns, there exists an A
(the aggregating algorithm) such that for some           , we 

are guaranteed                      (hence name mixability gap)

n, yn, θ

∆∗
η(A) ≤ 0

η > 0

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

n, yn, θ



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

Hedge-style algorithms: for nonmixable loss functions,        
, uniform W: A is (essentially) posterior 

randomization. Use upper bound on              and optimize 
over    . Then learning rate decreases with n. We get 

regret bound and actual regret 

n, yn, θ

∆∗
η(A)

Θ = {1, . . . , K}

η

O

(√
min
θ∈Θ

loss(yn, θ)(logK)

)

η



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

Hedge-style algorithms: for nonmixable loss functions,        
, uniform W: A is (essentially) posterior 

randomization. Use upper bound on              and optimize 
over    . Then learning rate    decreases with n. We get 

regret bound and actual regret 

n, yn, θ

∆∗
η(A)

Θ = {1, . . . , K}

η

O

(√
min
θ∈Θ

loss(yn, θ)(logK)

)

η



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

n, yn, θ

NEW IDEA:             also small if posterior concentrates!

(A is still posterior randomization)
Our NIPS 2011 paper (adahedge): finite    , uniform W:

same behaviour as Hedge in worst-case, but much better 
behaviour if posterior concentrates fast 

(e.g. if one     much better than others)θ

∆∗
η(A)

Θ



The Clue

• We then have for all              :

loss(yn,A) ≤ loss(yn, θ) +
− logW (θ)

η
+
∆∗
η(A)

η

n, yn, θ

NEW IDEA:             also small if posterior concentrates!

(A is still posterior randomization)

Work in progress:

Apply to i.i.d. data (e.g. classification) and connect to 
Tsybakov conditions 

∆∗
η(A)



Apply to Statistical Learning Theory

• Let                        ,   

• Let        be countable set of predictors

.    is prior on 

• Example: is 0/1 loss, h is classifier

– For this classification setting, worst-case optimal 
convergence rate of a learning algorithm is       

– Tsybakov (1999,2004) famously showed that, if       “doesn’t 
spend too much time near decision boundary”, better rates 
can be obtained

η

Si = (Xi, Yi) S1, S2, . . . i.i.d. ∼ P ∗

H : X → YH

Y = {0,1}, loss

HW

P ∗
O(1/

√
n)



Relation to Tsybakov Condition

• Let

• We already know that for each fixed     : η

h̃ := argmin
h∈H

EP ∗[loss01(Y, h(x))]

EP ∗




n∑

i=1

loss01(Yi, rand(Xi, S
i−1))



 ≤

EP ∗




n∑

i=1

loss01(Yi, h̃(Xi))



+
− logW (h̃)

η
+
∆∗
η,n(rand)

η



Relation to Tsybakov Condition

• Let

• For each fixed    , n : η

h̃ := argmin
h∈H

EP ∗[loss01(Y, h(x))]

risk(rand, n) ≤ − logW (h̃)

η
+
EP ∗[∆

∗
η,n(rand)]

η



Relation to Tsybakov Condition

• Let

• For each fixed    , n : 

• Theorem:  suppose      has Tsybakov exponent

Set                         .   Then for all n:

η

h̃ := argmin
h∈H

EP ∗[loss01(Y, h(x))]

risk(rand, n) ≤ − logW (h̃)

η
+
EP ∗[∆

∗
η,n(rand)]

η

P ∗

EP ∗[∆
∗
ηn,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

ηn = c · n−
1

2+q

q ∈ [0,∞]

Reason: posterior concentrates!



Relation to Tsybakov Condition

• Let

• For each fixed    , n : 

• Theorem:  suppose      has Tsybakov exponent

Set                         .  Then for all n:

η

h̃ := argmin
h∈H

EP ∗[loss01(Y, h(x))]

risk(rand, n) ≤ − logW (h̃)

η
+
EP ∗[∆

∗
η,n(rand)]

η

P ∗ q ∈ [0,∞]

risk(rand, n) = O

(
(− logW (h̃)) · n

1
2+q

)

seems close to minimax optimal!

ηn = c · n−
1

2+q



If Tsybakov Exponent Unknown

• For each n, pick  that 
minimizes 

and predict next            using

• Plug-in maximum likelihood learning rate

• If data are i.i.d. then you perform at least as well as if 
you knew      ‘s Tsybakov’s exponent
– proof uses idea from Poland and Hutter ‘05)

η̂n ∈
{
1,
1

2
,
1

4
,
1

8
, . . .

}

Yn+1

n∑

i=1

loss01(Yi, rand(Xi, S
i−1, η))

rand(Xi, S
i−1, η̂n)

P ∗



and learning when model is wrong

• Setting     in line with Tsybakov condition gives: 

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

∆∗
η

η



and learning when model is wrong

• Setting     in line with Tsybakov condition gives: 

• If we apply ordinary Bayes to a set of probability 

distributions      and                                (model true)
and set            we get for all n: 

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

η = 1
Θ pθ̃(y|x) = p∗(y|x)

∆∗
η

η



and learning when model is wrong

• Setting     in line with Tsybakov condition gives: 

• If we apply ordinary Bayes to a set of probability 

distributions      and                                (model true)
and set            we get for all n: 

• But if                                             , this may not hold! 

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)] ≤ C[− logW (θ̃)]

η = 1
Θ pθ̃(y|x) = p∗(y|x)

θ̃ = argmin
θ∈Θ

D(p∗‖pθ) > 0

(model wrong)

∆∗
η

η



The “Lynchpin” of Bayesian Statistics

• If the model is wrong,                              we may have

• This the key to Bayesian inconsistency under 

misspecification.... 

pθ̃(y|x) �= p∗(y|x)

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)]� C[− logW (θ̃)]



The “Lynchpin” of Bayesian Statistics

• If the model is wrong,                              we may have

• This the key to Bayesian inconsistency under 

misspecification, for, while we must have that

it can then happen that  

pθ̃(y|x) �= p∗(y|x)

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)]� C[− logW (θ̃)]

risklog(PBayes,η, n) ≤ − logW (θ̃)

risklog(rand, n)� risklog(PBayes,η, n)

Bayes predicts well!



posterior never concentrates around     
Bayes predicts well by mixing bad   ! 

G. and Langford (2007) show that this can really happen

The “Lynchpin” of Bayesian Statistics

• If the model is wrong,                              we may have

• This the key to Bayesian inconsistency under 

misspecification, for, while we must have that

it can then happen that  

pθ̃(y|x) �= p∗(y|x)

EP ∗[∆
∗
η,n(rand)]� C[− logW (θ̃)]

risklog(PBayes,η, n) ≤ − logW (θ̃)

risklog(rand, n)� risklog(PBayes,η, n)

θ̃
θ



Measuring Mixability Gap as Testing

• In fact we can think of measuring        as a sort of test 
whether our model assumptions are correct, for, for 
every “reasonable” prior W, we have, for all 

for a small constant C independent of n. 

• A Bayesian beliefs that she will learn fast, i.e. that her 

posterior will concentrate

• Thus, if         large, this indicates that our model 

and/our prior is wrong

EXn∼P ∗EY n∼PBayes,η(·|Xn)
[
∆∗
η,n(rand)

]
< C

∆∗

∆∗



Two Historical Roles of Compression 
in Statistics and ML

1. Sequential prediction/batch learning/estimation

• Prediction with Universal Prior (Solomonoff ‘64), MML 
(Wallace ‘69), MDL (Rissanen ‘78)

2. Falsification, Testing

• Martin-Löf (1964), Levin (1973)



Intermezzo: what we have 
(handwavingly) unified so far

• Individual Sequence regrets for many loss functions
determined by        (=difference in bits) 

• Probabilistic Cumulative risk: Tsybakov condition 
implies bound on

• Consistency/concentration of Bayesian posterior

when models wrong also determined by 

– COLT 2010 paper: convexity lack, analogue for batch 
setting of         (also a bit difference). Connects Tsybakov to
standard (noncumulative) risk

∆∗

∆∗

∆∗

∆∗



Two Historical Roles of Compression 
in Statistics and ML

1. Sequential prediction/batch learning/estimation

• Prediction with Universal Prior (Solomonoff ‘64), MML 
(Wallace ‘69), MDL (Rissanen ‘78)

• If loss other than log-loss, map it to log-loss and use 
constrained codes/ prediction strategies

2. Falsification, Testing

• Martin-Löf (1964), Levin (1973)

• No reason at all to constrain codes!



No Hypercompression!

• Let                             (arbitrary! not necessarily i.i.d.)

• For any distrib. (log-loss prediction strategy) Q, all             

P0
(
log-loss(yn, Q) ≤ log-loss(yn, P0)−K

)
≤ 2−K

K ≥ 0

X1, X2, . . . ∼ P0



No Hypercompression!

• Let                             (arbitrary! not necessarily i.i.d.)

• For any distrib. (log-loss prediction strategy) Q, all             

• Equivalently for all

P0
(
log-loss(yn, Q) ≤ log-loss(yn, P0)−K

)
≤ 2−K

K ≥ 0

P0

(
P0(X

n)

Q(Xn)
≤ α

)

≤ α

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

X1, X2, . . . ∼ P0



• Let                             (arbitrary! not necessarily i.i.d.)

• For any distrib. (log-loss prediction strategy) Q, all             

• Equivalently for all

• Proof: by Markov’s inequality,

P0
(
log-loss(yn, Q) ≤ log-loss(yn, P0)−K

)
≤ 2−K

K ≥ 0

P0

(
P0(X

n)

Q(Xn)
≤ α

)

≤ α

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

X1, X2, . . . ∼ P0

P0

(
Q(Xn)

P0(Xn)
≥ B

)

≤ EP0

(
Q(Xn)

P0(Xn)

)

/B = 1/B



No Hypercompression & p-values

• Let                             (arbitrary! not necessarily i.i.d.)

• For any distrib. (log-loss prediction strategy) Q, all             

• Equivalently for all

P0
(
log-loss(yn, Q) ≤ log-loss(yn, P0)−K

)
≤ 2−K

K ≥ 0

P0

(
P0(X

n)

Q(Xn)
≤ α

)

≤ α

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

X1, X2, . . . ∼ P0

Likelihood ratio/capital gain factor/exp. bit difference 
is a (nonstrict!) p-value



No Hypercompression & p-values

• Let                             (arbitrary! not necessarily i.i.d.)

• For any distrib. (log-loss prediction strategy) Q, all             

• Equivalently for all

P0
(
log-loss(yn, Q) ≤ log-loss(yn, P0)−K

)
≤ 2−K

K ≥ 0

P0

(
P0(X

n)

Q(Xn)
≤ α

)

≤ α

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

X1, X2, . . . ∼ P0

Nonstrictness: equality usually does not hold



Significance Testing

• Neyman-Pearson null hypothesis testing underlies 
most experimental research in medical sciences, 
biology and psychology

• based on p-values;      is tested against a (set of) 
alternative Q’s

• “rejected” and result deemed significant if 
p-value < 0.05 (say)

• Idea: in not more than 5% of all tests we ever 
conduct will we reject a true null hypothesis. 

P0

P0



Significance Testing

• Neyman-Pearson null hypothesis testing underlies 
most experimental research in medical sciences, 
biology and psychology

• based on p-values;      is tested against a (set of) 
alternative Q’s

• “rejected” and result deemed significant if 
p-value < 0.05 (say)

• Idea: in not more than 5% of all tests we ever 
conduct will we reject a true null hypothesis. 

P0

P0

But standard (strict!) p-values are incredibly problematic (may be one 
reason for current replicability crisis in medicine and psychology)







Xkcd.org



Some problems specific to p-values...

• p-values are very hard to interpret

• 0.05 bound on type-I error fails if there are more than 

2 decisions (not at all well-known)

• p-values are not robust to changes in the sampling 

plan (sampling more data until result looks good)

– this may perhaps be dismissed “cheating”

• p-values depend on what experimenter would have 

done in situations that did not occur

– this may not be dismissed! 



P-value and Counterfactuals

• I planned to test a new medication on 100 subjects. I 
did test 100 subjects and reached (just) a significant 

result using a p-value based on n=100. Just to make 

sure, I ask a statistician whether I have done 
everything well.

• The statistician asks: what would you have done if 
you had reached an almost but not quite significant 

result at n=100?

• I say “I don’t know – perhaps I’d asked my boss for 

money to test another 50”.  Now the statistician must 
say: then your result is not significant any more! 



Lo and Behold

• Likelihood ratio p-values (“testing by compression”) 
do not depend on what you would have done in 

counterfactual situations

• Solve other p-value problems as well (with caveats)

• Berger (2003) and Vovk (1993) have both introduced 

methods to ‘calibrate’ strict p-values so that they get 

a compression interpretation

• The Skeptic in the Vovk-Shafer approach to 

redefining probability is also a compression-tester

α



Our Test is not Standard LR Test

• Note: the standard likelihood ratio test at 0.05 level 
determines    such that

and rejects if observed LR satisfies 

• We advocate something very different: our test, at the 
0.05 level, rejects if observed LR satisfies 

Our test will reject much less often!

P0

(
P0(X

n)

Q(Xn)
≤ α

)

= 0.05

α

P0(x
n)

Q(xn)
≤ α

P0(x
n)

Q(xn)
≤ 0.05



The Emerging Picture

• Sequential prediction/batch-learning:

– transform hypotheses to log-loss and use 
modified (constrained) Bayes code

• Testing

– Every arbitrary test can be transformed into 
a compression/LR test using device similar 
to ‘entropification’

– Compression test a lot more robust than 
original test  



Emerging Picture

1. Sequential prediction/batch learning/estimation

• If loss other than log-loss, transform it to log loss and use 
constrained log-loss prediction strategies

• Log-loss has ‘somewhat’ special status – other losses can 
be reduced to it+allows for natural combination with priors

2. Falsification, Testing

• If test is not a compression test, transform it to a 
compression test (generalized Berger-Vovk method) with 
log-loss

• But now: no reason at all to constrain codes!

• Log-loss really has special status...



Why this is not Bayes as we know it

• We transform “everything” to a probability distribution, 
and then predict/test based on that

• So aren’t we just Bayesian?

• NO (for one thing we are interested in individual 

sequence and frequentist behaviour)



Why this is not Bayes as we know it

• We transform “everything” to a probability distribution, 
and then predict/test based on that

• So aren’t we just Bayesian?

• NO: More importantly: 

– the created distributions should only be used to 
predict/falsify certain aspects of the data that are specified 
by us (loss fns, test statistics)

– What is still missing in this “theory” is a formal specification
of a probability distribution together with the set of prediction 
tasks we allow it to be used for



Towards a Theory of “Safe” 
Probability? 

– What is still missing in this “theory” is a formal specification
of a probability distribution together with the set of prediction 
tasks we allow it to be used for

– I am aiming for a far-reachinggeneralization of the notion of 
a measurable set

– So that we might say:

a code is a prob. distr. that is only to be used for prediction 
with log loss

a 0/1-loss prediction strategy can be represented as a prob. 
Distribution to be used for 0/1-loss and log-loss

a testing distribution is a distribution that is only to be used 
for log-loss and to falsify another distribution

a Bayesian distribution can be used for any event! 



I didn’t tell you about...

• Nonparametric Bayes inconsistency 
(Diaconis-Freedman)

• Preliminary ideas for determining the nr of clusters in 
clustering problems with various distance functions 

with data compression and “entropification” and    

(but different from Bayesian mixture approach!)

• In the 1950s, Bayes and frequentist had a competitor: 

fiducial inference 

– “Fisher’s Biggest Blunder”. Or is it?? 

– can recast as “safe” probabilities

∆



• “Statistics is too complex to be codified    
in terms of a simple prescription that is 
a panacea for all settings” 
Jack Kiefer (father of “luckiness” ideas) in:

The Foundations of Statistics: Are There Any?
(Synthese, 1977)

• That still holds today. Nevertheless I firmly believe, 
and hope to have shown, that a lot of useful 
unification is possible based on bits

• Thank you!


